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The C.F.A.P. (Centro Friulano Arti Plastiche) is a non-profit cultural association legally recognized
by the Friuli Venezia Giulia Region and based in Udine. This association deals with the promotion
and dissemination of the visual arts of the Friuli Venezia Giulia Region, and has a rich historical
data archive of its activities, which dates back to 1961. The C.F.A.P. has always managed the Alpe
Adria area relations, involving neighboring countries, organizing exchanges and appointments on a
regular basis and obtaining great turnout and attention of mass media.
In 2012, by accepting a collaboration request by the Shoqata and Artisteve Figurativ dhe Aplikativ
and Rajonit te Pejes (Association of Peja Figurative Artists - Kosovo Region), the C.F.A.P.
coordinated the organization of a cultural event in the city of Peja. Friuli and Kosovar visual artists
were hosted and given the opportunity to cooperate, leading to another exhibition in October 2016.
The cooperation goal was to create a regional cultural dialogue through the art, a dialogue that
stresses our responsibility to link cultural identities in the European integration process. Our nations
have become promoters of a future cultural, social and economic cooperation between Kosovo, the
entire Balkan area and Italy. And all of this might happen through art.
In the framework of the 2018 edition of the European Week of Sustainable Development
(www.esdw.eu), in this exhibition Italian artists from Friuli Venezia Giulia Region answer to the
“greeting to Europe” elaborated by Kosovar new generations, represented by students of the school
"8 Marsi" of Peja / Pec. Here you can find seventeen paintings, all of them expressing messages
which promote the seventeen Sustainable Global Goals of the 2030 Agenda. This project, which
involves also a street-art approach, is aimed at strengthening a new global level partnership towards
a sustainable common future.
The Italian Embassy of Pristina and the C.F.A.P., in cooperation with the Gacaferi Company and
Diçka Po Zihet, are honored to support this exhibition. It celebrates the union between people of
different cultures and infringe mental barriers such as mistrust, separation, fear and exclusion,
generating another "Dialogue between artists" from Italy to Kosovo and to Europe. This is the basis
of our societies’ progress, which, even if characterized by different languages and traditions,
contains human values of space and time. It is an opportunity to bring our cultures closer and to
have our commercial and human links strengthened: Kosovo, Italy and Europe together through the
message of the Sustainable Development Goals Agenda 2030.

